
Read the following Question, an then one of the numbered items below 

Yellow does NOT need to call Silver Triage 

Would you have the employee call Silver Triage?  

1. Employee comes in Monday, telling you they were shoveling their driveway yesterday and their 

back is sore. 

 

2. Employee calls in and says they have a cold 

 

3. Counter employee keeps sitting up straight and stretching back. When you ask them what is 

wrong, they inform you there back is hurting from sitting on the stool long hours. 

 

4. Employee drops an oil filter (approx. 1 lb) on their foot while NOT wearing steel toe boots 

 

a. BONUS: Enter into system as Near Miss: review if employee was wearing gloves, 

handling properly, distracted while working 

 

5. Employee comes into work sniffling and informs you they have the flu. 

 

6. Employee comes into work with a cast on their foot and a doctor’s note listing out their 

restrictions. 

 

7. Employee comes into office and asks for a bandaid because they just cut their finger in the 

warehouse while moving pallets. 

 

8. Employee comes into office and asks for a bandaid because the one they were wearing from a 

cut at home has become dirty. 

 

9. On Monday, employee hands you a doctor’s note informing you they sought medical treatment 

for a work injury they sustained Wednesday. 

 

10. Employee is found sitting in break room holding hand, saying they dropped a leaf spring on it 

and it is hurting. 

 

11. Employee comes to you holding their eye, stating while cutting a hose a piece of rubber or 

something flew up into their eye. They tell you they have been flushing their eye with no 

success.  

 

a. Answer: GO TO HOSPITAL, NOW. Call 911! 

 

12. Employee tells you they are having chest pains and tingling feeling on left arm. 

a. Answer: GO TO HOSPITAL, NOW. Call 911! 

 


